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Introduction
 The effective use of neoadjuvant chemotherapy
(NAC) in breast cancer treatment allows patients
who previously required mastectomy to safely
undergo breast conserving surgery (BCS). An
ongoing interest to further de-escalate surgical
intervention exists, however few studies examine
the effects of NAC on BCS excision volumes,
positive margin rates and whether there is a
correlation between the two.

Objectives

Results

Conclusions

9% of patients underwent NAC and 91% adjuvant systemic therapy
No statistically significant difference in therapies for tumor size, calculated tumor volume, specimen

 Despite presumably larger pre-operative tumor

volume or SV/TV ratio ( Table 1)
No statistically significant association between chemotherapy groups and positive margins
16% of the lumpectomies in the NAC group demonstrated positive margins compared with 18% in the
adjuvant systemic group
Multivariable logistic regression model showed when NAC and calculated tumor volume were
considered together, this significantly predicted a positive margin
Calculated tumor volume was a statistically significant predictor (p = .001) however NAC alone was not
The model was better at predicting for lumpectomies without positive margins than predicting for
positive margins
Odds ratio for calculated tumor volume indicates that increased calculated tumor volume was
associated with increased odds of having positive margins

 To confirm our findings, further studies are

 Contribute to the growing field of research seeking to
minimize surgery of the breast after NAC by
examining BCS excision volumes and positive margin
rates between patient undergoing NAC versus
adjuvant systemic therapy
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n = 31

n = 318

 An IRB-approved retrospective review of 349 tumors
in 339 patients who underwent BCS for IBC at our
institution was completed from January 2015 until
March 2017.
 Tumor and specimen dimensions as well as margin
status were collected from surgical pathology report.
 Tumor and specimen volumes were calculated. This
was used to determined calculated resection ratio
(SV/TV) for each tumor.
 Logistic regression analysis was performed to
determine the effects of calculated tumor volume
(cm3) and chemotherapy groups on the likelihood of
positive margins.
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needed using an appropriately powered sample
size.

 Also needed for evaluation are patient survival
rates and breast cancer recurrence rates.

p-value
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Tumor Size (cm)

Methods

size in the NAC group, BCS excision volumes
and positive margin rates were not significantly
different between the two groups, with NAC
offering the advantage of a more aesthetic
outcome post procedure.
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